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Abstract. A new automated algorithm for accurate and reliable decision-making in the 

discrimination of normal and cancerous colon mucosa is proposed. Quantitative texture features such 

as entropy, angular second moment, contrast, inverse angular moment, correlation, homogeneity, were 

extracted from the co-occurrence matrix whilst other features are based on morphology such as Euler 

number, convex area, nuclear contour index, elongation, shape factor (BE) and fractal dimension. 46 

samples from different patients consisting of 22 normal microscopic specimens and 24 adenocarcinoma 

images (512×512×3) were analyzed. Extracted features from both dimensions were able to identify 

abnormalities (P < 0.0001) between colon tissue types. A parametric approach using a linear 

discrimination method was implemented for the classification stage. Combining texture and 

morphological features shows that a ratio of 98.3 % and 97.7 % is obtained for the sensitivity and 

specificity, respectively. Only one case from each class was wrongly misclassified. The proposed 

algorithm achieves a very significant result with an overall accuracy of 98 % for the identification of 

colon microscopic images. 

Key words: Image analysis, colon tissue, medical diagnosis, quantitative measurements, 

morphology, texture, shape, histology, linear discrimination, cancer diagnosis.  

INTRODUCTION  

Numerous studies have aimed at developing image analysis procedures for the 

resolution of difficult differential diagnoses in cytology and histopathology, 

particularly since manual examination of tissue has been shown to be time 

consuming and subject to sampling error. However, the applications of quantitative 

analysis in medical diagnosis of certain types of cancers remain limited due to the 

complexity of the microscopic images in terms of their shape and configuration [16]. 
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A number of quantitative approaches have been suggested [3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 15, 16, 27, 

29, 32]. Two different approaches, known as texture and morphology for the 

classification of images of normal and malignant tissues, are investigated in this 

paper due to their success in other cancer diagnosis applications [2, 11, 12, 16, 17, 

18, 23, 35]. Features derived from morphometric approaches can lead to remarkable 

results in the analysis of histological examination [16].  Hamilton et al. [17] used 

semi-automatic image analysis to undertake a morphometrical assessment in order 

to quantify the descriptive differences between normal and malignant colorectal 

epithelium. Aziz [2] pointed out that histopathological features such as nuclear size, 

shape, and pleomorphism must be converted to image features such as area, shape 

factor, and area variance; this feature vector must be correlated with the pathologist's 

expert opinion or diagnosis. Thiran [35] has proposed more advanced method for 

automatic recognition of microscopic cancer images, where he pointed out that 

mathematical morphology provides good efficiency for the purpose of classification 

of digital cancer images. Previously published [3], and our previously results [23] 

showed significant result for the classification of histological images using 

morphological analysis based on the shape and structure. The most common features 

used in practice are those derived from the grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) 

[7, 19].  A review of many different texture features was present in [5, 20, 22]. 

Hamilton et al. [18] used texture features, based on the co-occurrence matrix, and 

also investigated the number of low optical density pixels in the image, to classify 

colon cancer. Similar results using texture features had obtained in [11, 30, 31].  

Esgiar et al. [12] have shown further progress in classifying abnormalities in colon 

cancer when they accompanied fractal dimension (FD) with both correlation and 

entropy texture features. Combined wavelet, Local binary pattern LBP and Gaber 

wavelet texture features [22] showed an accuracy of 88.38 % on the grade of 

histological tissues of oral sub-mucous fibrosis. Color texture analysis has also been 

investigated [36] for the discrimination analysis of colon mucosa tissues. As 

expected, better results of 97.1 % accuracy level using color descriptors were 

reached compared with 94.4 % with grey level images to identify abnormalities. In 

another study reported in [24], it was claimed that combining low frequency texture 

measurements of multiresolution color texture with fine texture measurements could 

show a significant improvement to 99.4 % accuracy. In contrast, several feature 

extraction algorithms’ based on texture were later presented [28] and then a 

comparison between two different classification algorithms, known as genetic 

algorithm and artificial neural network were implemented [1]. The aim of this study 

is, first, to consider GLCM for the identification of histological images of colon 

tissue using normalized dataset, and second to investigate a novel approach of 

combining measurements for comparison with the previous work using parametric 

linear discrimination method. In this work, different approaches based on texture and 

morphology analysis to describe the structure of microscopic colonic tissues were 

examined. Significant differences in selected features between normal and malignant 

cases were identified using texture in conjunction with morphology. A novel 
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approach of combining texture and morphological approaches shows a significant 

improvement in the discrimination between normal and cancerous colon dataset. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

MEDICAL PREPARATION AND SAMPLE COLLECTION  

Image acquisition 

All samples of freshly received biopsies after resection were fixed with small 

plastic cassette in formalin. After a period of 24-hour, samples were placed into 

fixative for a further 24 hours. Next, all samples were sliced thinly (3~4 mm) 

because, penetration into a thin section will occur more rapidly than for thick 

sections. Slices were implanted in paraffin, which is comparable in density to tissue, 

and were sectioned between 3 and 8 µm. Samples were finally, 

immunohistochemically stained for cytokeratins to enable tissue configuration and 

regions to be identified. All slide images were digitally acquired using a light 

microscope (under low magnification of ×40) and JVC CCD camera (Victor 

Company of Japan Ltd., Yokohama, Japan) attached to a Leica Q500c image analysis 

system. The images were sampled and digitized in 8-bit format with grey level range 

0−255, and were finally stored in 512×512 size formats. A total of 46 cases from two 

different colon tissue types were digitally acquired composing 24 microscopic image 

samples representing moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma samples, and 22 

image samples of normal colon tissues.  

Image sampling 

To overcome image-processing problems associated with images that do not 

contain enough tissue, images were rescaled. All images were divided into four small 

images (regions) of size 256×256. Each new image was subjected to automatic 

thresholding based on the local variance using Visilog (Noesis) image processing 

software by defining the variance of the grey levels above and below the threshold. 

By minimizing the sum of two variances, the threshold level was defined. Regions 

with more than 90 % of pixels below the threshold level were rejected. Finally, 102 

samples (21.66×21.66 mm size) from 184 original images, representing 44 cases of 

normal tissues and 58 of malignant image samples, were selected and used for 

examinations. The selection was based on the texture, independent of the patient’s 

number, and therefore the rejection rate was high. An example for both cases is 

illustrated in Figure 1. The data could be improved if it is calibrated and subjected 

to a gamma-correcting function, although some filters have been applied to remove 

noise.  
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 (A) 

                

(B) 

Fig. 1.  Examples set of two types of colon tissues (× 40) in 2D gray-level digital image format 

(256×256 pixel size): (A) cancer tissue images, (B) normal sample images. 

FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS 

The discrimination between normal colorectal glands and moderately 

differentiated adenocarcinoma was based on features extracted by using two 

different classes of descriptors. The first considered the grey level changes using the 

co-occurrence matrix method, and the most important corresponding texture features 

of the normalized dataset were estimated. The second method used a morphological 

approach based on the shape and structure of the gland objects of a previously 

published dataset [23].  
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Texture feature extraction 

The GLCM method was used in order to transform image information into 

quantitative measurements representing the texture features. This method was 

extensively studied and implemented for different applications and has been 

suggested as one of the best texture analysis approaches [5, 7, 19, 20, 22, 25]. Texture 

can be qualitatively described as being fine or coarse, grainy or smooth, random or 

regular, linear or mottled, having certain directionality. In order to quantify visual 

sense into quantitative measurements, six second-order statistical texture features, 

were extracted [19]. These were entropy, angular second moment (ASM), contrast, 

inverse difference moment (INVDM), correlation, and homogeneity. Each of which 

has a special property that partially describes the grey level characterization. For 

computational convenience, all images were linearly rescaled to 32 grey levels. This 

was to ensure that the major changes of the grey levels values were captured by the 

GLCM to improve the statistical validity. Figure (4b) and (4d) shows an example of 

the rescaled images. Each 256×256 pixel size image was divided into 13×13 non 

overlapping windows, of size 19×19 pixels each. For window size M × N and 

distance d = 1 pixel in the horizontal direction, the co-occurrence matrix P is defined 

as follows: 

𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑑 = 1, θ = 0o ) = # {(𝑘, 𝑙), (𝑚, 𝑛) 𝜖 ϕ, |𝑘 − 𝑚| = 0, |𝑙 − 𝑛| = 

 = 𝑑, 𝐼(𝑘, 𝑙) = 𝑖, 𝐼(𝑚, 𝑛) = 𝑗}   (1) 

𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑑 = 1, θ =  45o ) = # {(𝑘, 𝑙), (𝑚, 𝑛) ϵ ϕ, ((𝑘 − 𝑚) = 𝑑, (𝑙 − 𝑛)𝑑)  

 or ((𝑘 − 𝑚) = −𝑑, (𝑙 − 𝑛) = 𝑑), 𝐼(𝑘, 𝑙) = 𝑖, 𝐼(𝑚, 𝑛) = 𝑗)   }  (2) 

𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑑 = 1, θ = 90o  ) = # { (𝑘, 𝑙), ( 𝑚, 𝑛)ϵ ϕ, |𝑘 − 𝑚| − 𝑑, |𝑙 − 𝑛| = 

 0, 𝐼(𝑘, 𝑙) = 𝑖, 𝐼(𝑚, 𝑛) = 𝑗}    (3) 

𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑑 = 1, θ =  135o) = # {(𝑘, 𝑙), (𝑚, 𝑛)ϵ ϕ, ((𝑘 − 𝑚) = 𝑑, (𝑙 − 𝑛)𝑑)  

 or ((𝑘 − 𝑚) =  −𝑑, (𝑙 − 𝑛) = −𝑑), 𝐼(𝑘, 𝑙) = 𝑖, 𝐼(𝑚, 𝑛) = 𝑗 }  (4) 

where i, j = 0 . . . 31 (number of possible gray-levels), k, m =1 . . . M (image width), 

l, n = 1 . . . N (image height). Also, ϕ is a finite trace S = M × N over the image I, 

and defined as: ϕ = {(𝑘, 𝑙, (𝑚, 𝑛):   1 ≤ (𝑘, 𝑙), (𝑚, 𝑛 ≤ 𝑆))}.   
Using the above equation for each direction of θ of 0, 45, 90, 135 degrees, and 

their transpose, GLCMs were calculated for every small window of the image. This 

produced symmetrical matrices with pixels identical around the diagonal. The 

GLCM (P) was normalized, after calculating all directions, to describe the 

probability of how many times the specific outcome number occurs. Only windows 

containing enough tissue (more than 25 %) were used for further processing. Then, 
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from the GLCM, the statistical texture parameters (Table 1) were estimated four 

times for each image to present all directions (169×4 for images containing enough 

tissue).  Finally, an average value for each feature was calculated (Table 2). 

Table 1   

Definition of GLCM textural features for 2-D images 

Feature Definition 

Normalization matrix 
𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) =  

𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)

∑ ∑ 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)
 

Marginal-probability matrices 

Row sum 𝑃𝑥(𝑖) =  ∑ 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑗

 

Column sum 𝑃𝑥(𝑖) =  ∑ 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑖

 

Texture feature 

Entropy 𝐹1 =  − ∑ ∑ 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)log𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑗𝑖

 

Angular second moment 𝐹2  ∑ 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)2

𝑖 𝑗
 

Contrast 𝐹3 =  ∑ ∑ (𝑖 − 𝑗)2

𝑗𝑖
 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) 

Inverse difference moment 
𝐹4 =  ∑ ∑

𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)

1 + (𝑖 − 𝑗)2
𝑗𝑖

 

Correlation 
𝐹5  

∑ ∑ (𝑖, 𝑗)𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗) −  𝜇𝑥𝑗  𝜇𝑦𝑖

𝜎𝑥  𝜎𝑦
 

Homogeneity 
𝐹6 =  ∑ ∑

𝑃(𝑖, 𝑗)

1 + |( 𝑖 − 𝑗)|𝑗𝑖
 

Where  the  μx μy and  σx σy  are the mean and the standard deviation of  Px and Py. 
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Table 2 

Statistical evaluation in comparison between normal and colon cancer tissue type for the texture 

feature estimated (Mean ± standard deviation) with t-test.   

Texture feature Normal Malignant P values 

Entropy 3.3232±0.2229 3.0354±0.1900 P < 0.0001 

Angular second mom 0.1625±0.0268 0.2004±0.0273 P < 0.0001 

Contrast 0.5519±0.0984 0.4586±0.0716 P < 0.0001 

Inverse differences 

moment 

0.7901±0.0232 0.8158±0.0188 P < 0.0001 

Correlation 0.6523±0.1011 0.8122±0.1460 P < 0.0001 

Homogeneity 25.624±6.196 20.957±4.4144 P < 0.0001 
 

Morphological feature extraction 

One of the main techniques in quantitative microscopy is image segmentation 

and feature extraction using morphometric measurements. Methods based on 

morphometry give quantitative description of structure, and in general, provide 

measurements of geometric cell and tissue features [25]. On the other hand, manual 

methods of the evaluation of the tissue sections with dimension reduction are 

generally based on the principle of geometrical probability using microscopic 

eyepiece. This technique is not routinely performed since it is time consuming. 

Therefore, several approaches of using quantitative measurements based on 

morphology were reported [32]. 

Feature extraction based morphology is mainly subject to a successful 

segmentation of the region of interest. 2D grey level images of colon tissues were 

obtained for processing to separate regions of corresponding interest. However, this 

is not an easy task due to the complexity inherited of microscopic images. Therefore, 

samples were segmented using thresholding method [1, 34] that chooses the 

threshold to minimize the interclass variance of the black and white pixels. Figure 

(2) shows the original colon sample (a) and its segmented form (b).  Images were 

then subjected to morphological image processing operations such as filling, dilation 

and erosion suggested by [32, 33].  Firstly, a hole-filling process was applied, where 

the image was filtered using the opening operation with disk element that removed 

superfluous overlapped objects. Then, dilation has applied with a small square 

structure element of size (3×3) to recover any loss of the original shape. Finally, an 

opening operation was applied for the second time to ensure that tissue objects were 

separated and the final segmented form can be seen in Figure 2(c).  
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                                           (A)                                                                             (B) 

 
(C)   

Fig. 2.  Colon normal image; (A) Normal image presenting regular shape and the glands object are 

distributed in regular form; (B) thresholds image; (C) segmented image after open/close morphology 

operations. 

In this paper, a set of two-dimensional phase parameters derived from 

morphological segmentation were examined for the discrimination between normal 

and malignant colon tissue. Extracted features based on morphology were Euler 

number, equivalent diameter, convex area, nuclear counter index (NCI), elongation, 

and the shape factor BE (thinness ratio). These parameters describe the most visual 

texture characteristics of the objects of foreground images such as the number of 

closed curves the object includes, the ratio between the major/minor axes, and 

roundness the object. 

Brief descriptions of measured parameters [16] are given as follows:  

• Euler number can be defined as the difference between the number of 

objects and the number of holes contained. 

• Convex area is calculated as the area of the convexed object confined 

to convex polygon that contains the region of interest. 

• Elongation, expressed as the ratio between the major to minor axis, 

gives an elongated as:  
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 𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝑀𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠  / 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑥𝑖𝑠 (5) 

• Nuclear contour index, which is calculated as:  

 𝑁𝐶𝐼 = (𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟  /  (𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎)1/2 ) (6) 

• Shape factor (BE), also known as thinness ratio and is = (1/contour 

ratio).  

 𝐹𝑓𝐵𝐸 =  
4 𝜋 ×𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 

(𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟)2 (7) 

 The closer the factor to 1, the more circular the object is. 

FEATURE SELECTION AND ANALYSIS 

 Two quantitative features sets were identified in this work. The first 

corresponds to the statistical texture features while the latter is based on texture 

morphology. Our main consideration was segmentation and feature extraction for 

categorization, and subsequently, classification. Therefore, the feature selection 

approach considers the relative frequency distribution for each group separately. 

These descriptive examinations were carried out for every single feature in order to 

specify the differences and significance using the statistical mean, standard 

deviation, and the Student’s t-test. Quantitative features, whose mean values were 

statistically different, were considered for the predictive classification purpose. 

Using linear discriminant analysis, features with high correlation with image 

classification were selected. Many features, such as correlation, were not selected 

for the classification process as they were highly correlated with other texture and 

morphological measurements. Parametric linear discrimination was applied for 

selected features and the number of correct and misclassified cases was defined for 

the evaluation of the system performance. Finally, by measuring the sensitivity, 

specificity, and total accuracy, the discrimination power of the chosen features can 

be determined. These measures can be calculated using the following formulas: 

                      𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝐹𝑁+𝑇𝑃 
 100 (%) (8)        

 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = ( 100 −  
𝐹𝑃

𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃
 100) (%) (9)         

where TP: true positive, TN: true negative, FP: false positive, and FN: false negative. 
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RESULTS  

TEXTURE ANALYSES 

The results in Table 2 show that texture is a significant descriptive discriminant 

for histological images of the colon. The distribution within each group is a 

multivariate normal distribution and the statistics is estimated from the data by fitting 

the model to them. All cases are shown to exhibit strong significance (P < 0.0001) 

between normal and malignant tissues samples. Normal images are shown to 

produce higher values of homogeneity compared to images from cancerous cases. 

Furthermore, it can be observed that INVDM is inversely related to contrast. As for 

ASM measurements, it is evident that normal tissues have classes with low values, 

i.e. near the GLCM diagonal. Finally, with regard to entropy, it is clear that normal 

cases have higher values as it is inversely related to ASM.  

MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSES 

Results obtained using morphological analysis presented in Table 3 show that 

a strong significance (P < 0.0001) was observed for the Euler number, NCI, BE, and 

FD parameters. The distribution within each group is a multivariate normal 

distribution and the statistics is estimated from the data by fitting the model to them. 

These parameters are based on the shape/structure of the gland objects (Fig. 2). 

Elongation and convex area provide less significance as they describe features that 

could be found in both tissue classes. For example, elongation is described as the 

ratio between major to minor axes of the region of interest. 

COMBINED TEXTURAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL METHODS 

Results in Table 4 show that by using four morphological features (Euler 

number, NCI, elongation and convex area), in combination with three other texture 

features (entropy, ASM, and homogeneity), 99 out 102 samples could be recognized. 

The whole dataset is used to specify abnormalities between the cancerous and normal 

images. This approach has led to 97.1 % accuracy with 98.3 %, and 95.5 %, of 

sensitivity and specificity, respectively. Although almost all morphological 

parameters are statistically significant, some measurements were not selected for 

classification as they were correlated with other features and consequently do not 
contribute to the discrimination analysis. However, an extra sample was correctly 

diagnosed when FD, and BE were also combined, leaving one sample from each 

group wrongly classified. A combined textural and morphological method shows 

that a total accuracy of 98 % is achieved.  
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               (A)         (B) 

 
(C) 

Fig. 3. Applied process to segment the colon tissue samples for Euler numbers measures; (A) Cancer 

image presenting irregular shape and the glands object are distributed randomly. (B) Thresholds 

image. (C) Segmented image after open/close morphological operations. 
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(A)      (B) 

                              
(C)       (D) 

Fig. 4. Two different samples in different grey-level format. Malignant sample (A) and normal (C) are 

on 8-bit format while the same samples on (B), and (D) were linearly scaled into 5-bit format (32-

grey levels).   

Table 3 

Statistical evaluation in comparison between normal and colon cancer tissue type for the 

morphological feature estimated (Mean±standard deviation) [25, 26] with t-test 

Texture feature Normal Malignant P values 

Euler number 12.500±25.353 −29.775±29.291 P < 0.0001 

Convex area (3.80±2.46) ×10+4 (5.70±0.986) ×10+4 P < 0.01 

Nuclear contour index 44.069±35.294 26.431±9.141 P < 0.0001 

Elongation 1.3587±1.0932 1.410±0.4282 P < 0.01 

Shape factor (BE) 0.004±0.0034 0.026±0.0214 P < 0.0001 

Fractal dimension (FD) 1.418±0.0249 1.3508±0.0689 P < 0.0001 
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Table 4 

Classification summery of an overall data set using the linear discrimination function. NB. (TP: true 

positive, TN: true negative, FP: false positive, FN: false negative, SENS: sensitivity, and SPEC: 

specificity) 

 

Method TP 

(%) 

TN 

(%) 

FP 

(%) 

FN 

(%) 

SENS 

(%) 

SPEC 

(%) 

Positive 

predictive 

value (%) 

Negative 

predictive 

value (%) 

Overall 

accuracy 

(%) 
Linear 

discrimination 

method 
57 43 1 1 98.3 97.7 98.3 97.7 98 

 

DISCUSSION 

In the past few years, several approaches dealing with histological images were 

reported [2, 8, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 24, 28, 36]. The reported studies have investigated 

several morphometric, texture, and fractal geometry [14] approaches. Baak [3] 

reported that an individual feature could rarely completely discriminate between 

different category types, while combining several features can yield better 

classification between the groups. Esgiar et al. [12] show that the fractal dimension 

alone achieves only 75.5 % but it has the advantage of increasing the classification 

ratio for the texture feature from 88.2 % to 94.1 %. In contrast, we show that texture 

feature can increase the accuracy level for the morphological features based on the 

shape of tissue glands from 90.2 % [3] to 97.1 %. This paper has shown that the 

contribution of the fractal dimension combined with the shape factor BE is to 

increase the accuracy level to 98 %.  This classification improvement is a small 

contribution to that achieved in [11, 12]. This is because self-similarity can only be 

applied over a limited range, and therefore, it is possibly insufficient to justify the 

use of the fractal [21, 34]. A better result in terms of the classification ratio has been 

reported in [24], however, the proposed method had the disadvantage of using huge 

number of features when low frequency texture measurements of multiresolution 

color texture were combined with fine second order texture measurements. Their 

result claims that color was useful to specify abnormalities within the colon cancer 

dataset. To our knowledge, none of other recent investigations [1, 12, 28, 36] have 
demonstrated any improvement over our reported results in the classification of 

colon microscopic images. We noted that none of the approaches alone could give 

full classification of microscopic colon tissue. Texture and shape are the most 

powerful descriptors to quantify abnormalities, but considering color texture analysis 

can be helpful to achieve more improvements. 
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We should acknowledge some limitations that may has direct effects to our 

result as following: the results were from a single data set and therefore, our results 

cannot be extrapolated verbatim to all possible cases; the diagnosis was performed 

by a single pathologist, thus, invalidated by a second opinion; the possible spurious 

misclassification errors is due to small resolution image used and maybe because of 

the use of an un-calibrated image capture device; the small sample size, which effect 

the accuracy of our model; and we did not validate our model against independent 

data sets. 

In brief, the assessment of histological microscopic images is not a trivial task 

due to the complexity of such images. An investigation of combining morphological 

and texture features shows that only two cases from 102 were misclassified. 

CONCLUSION 

The development of an automated algorithm for precise and reliable decision-

making in the discrimination of normal and malignant colon mucosa was proposed. 

This technique focuses on gland shape and grey level pixel neighborhood. Using 

grey level co-occurrence method and mathematical morphology, two quantitative 

feature sets based on texture and morphology, were estimated. These were entropy, 

ASM, contrast, INVDM, correlation, and homogeneity, representing texture features 

and Euler number, convex area, NCI, elongation, form factor BE, and FD 

representing morphological features. Only one case from each group (44 normal, 58 

malignant cases) was misclassified. In conclusion, this approach demonstrates a very 

strong result with an overall accuracy of 98 % for the identification of colon 

microscopic images.  The classification results are limited because they were 

obtained against an invalidated diagnosis. In addition, further process based on 

calibration/correction of histological imaged should be considered. Further work of 

combining color texture analysis with a morphological approach could help to 

achieve reliable automated image analysis of histological images.  
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